Dear Resident,
The Village of Villa Park will be performing asphalt rejuvenating maintenance on your village streets. Please be
advised that the contractor CAM, LLC is scheduled to do work on your street starting August 30 th.
Consequently, there will be

No On-Street Parking from Monday, Aug 30th thru Thursday, Sept 2nd
Between the hours of 8:00 am until 4:30 pm.
(Please be aware that this treatment is weather dependent, if the forecast calls for rain, operations will be
delayed)
If you have a lawn sprinkling system that sprays or drains onto the street pavement you should turn it off for the
day in which work will be performed on your street and one day following the treatment. Also please refrain
from discharging your sump pump onto the street during this time.
Treatment FAQ:
Why is this product being applied to my road? CAM, LLC will be applying Reclamite Maltene Based
Rejuvenating Agent to your roads. Reclamite is a product designed to extend the life of the pavement by sealing
the pavement from the elements. The village’s preventative maintenance effort will minimize the need for more
costly and disruptive methods of street repair.
How long does the process take? Once the contractor begins on your street, the process will only take a few
hours. Once the road has been treated with lime screenings, the road will be fully opened to traffic.
When can I drive on the road? You can exit your driveway and drive through the work area, but please go slow
and stay on the area treated with screenings. Be advised that driving onto a driveway before the contractor is
finished applying the limestone may cause the driveway and sidewalk to become temporarily stained.
When will the road be cleaned up? After the product is applied, an application of limestone screenings will be
applied to the road. This is not permanent. The screenings will be swept up in a day or two after the product is
applied.
These agents are environmentally safe and extend the pavements life. A bug and tar remover (available at any
local auto parts store) will safely remove any material on your vehicle, the earlier the easier it will be to
remove. Please work with us through any inconveniences during the application process.
Thanks for your patience,
CAM, LLC
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